An additional homolog of the fission yeast cdc25+ gene occurs in humans and is highly expressed in some cancer cells.
The gene cdc25+ is a mitotic inducer controlling transition from the G2 to the M phase of the cell cycle in the fission yeast, Schizosaccharomyces pombe. Using phenotypic complementation of a mutant of S. pombe, we have cloned a human homolog (CDC25Hu2) of the cdc25+ gene that differs markedly in structure from CDC25 (referred to here as CDC25Hu1), the first such homolog to be isolated. The carboxyl-terminal region of p63CDC25Hu2 shares significant sequence similarity with cdc25 protein homologs from other eukaryotes and possesses full complementation activity. CDC25Hu2 is expressed in human cell lines 10 to 100 times more than CDC25Hu1, and its expression is particularly high in some cancers, including SV40-transformed fibroblasts. Whereas CDC25Hu1 is predominantly expressed in G2, CDC25Hu2 is expressed throughout the cell cycle with a moderate increase in G2. Thus, at least two homologs of the cdc25 gene exist and are both expressed in human cells. The implications of CDC25Hu2 overexpression in some cancer cells are discussed.